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Getting And Staying Ahead With The Certified In Public
The inspiration behind many of Ireland's greatest days, Shay Given earned 134 caps for his country and played in goal for Ireland for 20
years! From the time he was a young boy playing football with his brothers in the front garden of their Donegal home, Shay Given dreamed of
football glory. Leaving home at just sixteen to join Celtic, Shay had to face many challenges on the road to becoming a world-class
goalkeeper. He went on to play for top clubs like Newcastle United and Manchester City, played in the Champions League, and was the last
line of defence for Ireland at the World Cup and the European Championships. The inspirational life story of the Republic of Ireland’s longestserving player.
How to Make Money as a Mediator (and Create Value for Everyone) is an invaluable and inspirational resource filled with practical, proven,
and down-to-earth information on how you can develop a satisfying and lucrative career as a mediator, no matter what your area of
interest—labor and employment mediation, intellectual property, environment, personal injury, family and divorce, contract, securities, or
international peacekeeping.
A major pandemic of the century has struck the world again. On top of that, smart technology is rapidly invading our lives, dramatically
changed the way we live, work, play, and communicate. While life is becoming faster and more convenient, humans’ wellbeing and mental
health are deteriorating. Some are losing jobs to COVID-19 and technological advancement. Others are facing difficulty keeping pace with the
sudden changes. Most importantly, we seem lost. Is our livelihood being threatened? Are our days numbered?How do we survive the postpandemic era and smarter, faster machines? The good news is, by reprogramming our physical and psychological DNA,WE will thrive! This
book is about how we can: Redefine Humans and Being Humans in the New World Order Grasp Nature’s Laws and Universal Principles to
Grow from Good to Great Apply Proven Systems to Increase Agility, Resilience, and Entrepreneurial Spirit Gain Insights from our Forefathers
to Rethink the Meaning of Life Tap into the Human Spirit within us and Go Forth Courageously
Does toxic pollution cause attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)? What about screen use? Are alternative treatments worth
exploring? Can dietary changes help? This book explores exciting treatment advances with tremendous promise for improving behavior in
kids with ADHD. Leading researcher Joel T. Nigg distinguishes unsupported, even dangerous approaches from bona fide breakthroughs
grounded in the new science of epigenetics--how genes and the environment interact. Parents learn which lifestyle changes have been
proven to support children's attention and self-control by positively influencing the developing brain. The book is packed with clear information
and specific ways to maximize the positive effects of healthy nutrition, exercise, and sleep, and minimize the damage from stress and other
known risk factors. Vivid stories illustrate how to integrate Dr. Nigg's practical suggestions into daily life--and how they can help kids succeed.
Get Ahead in Your New Job: How to make an impact in the first 100 days
Sketching User Experiences: Getting the Design Right and the Right Design
Playing Defense
Annual Review of Communications
How to Prevent Episiotomies and Tearing
Culture, Coordination, and Common Knowledge
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Get Ahead in Your New Job: How to make an impact in the first 100 days is a must-have practical guide to help you establish
yourself quickly and effectively in a new role, whatever your level in an organisation. In the first 100 days of a new job you have a
unique opportunity to shape your work reputation and re-position your career. Your ability to read performance expectations,
management culture and how quickly you need to climb the learning curve makes a difference to your career future. Drawing on his
work as one of the UK’s best-known career strategists, John Lees shows you how to hit the ground running and avoid classic
mistakes. • Negotiate your new role like a pro, gaining clarity about job content and employer expectations. • Identify the key
mistakes new starters make in reputation management and performance. • Understand how your initial impact shapes your longterm career prospects. • Learn how to manage key relationships with decision makers. • Anticipate career traps and learn how to
avoid or manage them. • Learn how to ‘map’ your new organisation to identify key resources, trends and people. • Develop
strategies for building on your first 100 days as part of your long-term career planning. By the end of this book, you will be better
equipped to make an impact in your new job, build key relationships and add significantly to your CV.
Why do Internet, financial service, and beer commercials dominate Super Bowl advertising? How do political ceremonies establish
authority? Why does repetition characterize anthems and ritual speech? Why were circular forms favored for public festivals during
the French Revolution? This book answers these questions using a single concept: common knowledge. Game theory shows that in
order to coordinate its actions, a group of people must form "common knowledge." Each person wants to participate only if others
also participate. Members must have knowledge of each other, knowledge of that knowledge, knowledge of the knowledge of that
knowledge, and so on. Michael Chwe applies this insight, with striking erudition, to analyze a range of rituals across history and
cultures. He shows that public ceremonies are powerful not simply because they transmit meaning from a central source to each
audience member but because they let audience members know what other members know. For instance, people watching the Super
Bowl know that many others are seeing precisely what they see and that those people know in turn that many others are also
watching. This creates common knowledge, and advertisers selling products that depend on consensus are willing to pay large sums to
gain access to it. Remarkably, a great variety of rituals and ceremonies, such as formal inaugurations, work in much the same way. By
using a rational-choice argument to explain diverse cultural practices, Chwe argues for a close reciprocal relationship between the
perspectives of rationality and culture. He illustrates how game theory can be applied to an unexpectedly broad spectrum of
problems, while showing in an admirably clear way what game theory might hold for scholars in the social sciences and humanities
who are not yet acquainted with it.
Get Ahead and Stay AheadUse the Secrets of Your Own Brain to Unleash Your Success at WorkiUniverse
A scathingly satirical parody of business and career self-help books. Can you be manipulative or irresponsible? Do you occasionally
experience a lack of guilt or empathy? Can you be impulsive and feel a need for excitement? Well, these traits are the hallmarks of the
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sociopath inside you, and it’s time to embrace it! The time to unleash your inner sociopath has never been more right—just look at
today’s world leaders and most popular personalities. And it’s time to get yours. Shoot up the promotional ladder and become the
predator at the top of the corporate food chain with The Sociopath’s Guide to Getting Ahead. Find the perfect job for the sociopath
in you, fabricate your resume to perfection, and manufacture the perfect first impression to ace those interviews. Prey on the biases
and manipulate the psychology of your coworkers to break them down. Engineer conflict, manipulate the flow of attention, and seize
power for yourself. Play the office party to perfection. Learn how to fake naturalness, make the right allies, and take down your
enemies. And take it all the way to the bank. A scathing, tongue-in-cheek take on Dale Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and
Influence People, the self-help industry, and our world today, featuring cameos by Dostoyevsky, Plato, Robert Greene, Malcolm
Gladwell and many others, The Sociopath’s Guide to Getting Ahead is the practical satire we need. “P. T. Elliott utilizes deft
humor to help us seize upon the greater cause of exposing these dangerous people and removing them from positions of power. This
is a cathartic and essential piece of writing.” —Richard Kelly, writer/director of Donnie Darko and Southland Tales “Hilarious,
pitch-black satire. An exquisitely researched, deliciously subversive antidote to every worthless self-help book ever published, The
Sociopath’s Guide to Getting Ahead will channel YOUR inner Donald J. Trump to WIN, WIN, WIN!” — John A. Wooden,
creator of WHITEHOUSE.ORG “Who’s winning? Not you, suckers—at least not unless you’re following the rules set forth in
P.T. Elliott’s hilarious user’s guide to the world we’ve been dumb and selfish enough to create. Who says timely, depressing, and
despicable can’t be funny?” —Eric Konigsberg, author of Blood Relation
After the Great Reset Next Comes the Smarter and Faster Machines
Industrial Service
What Next-Generation Science Says about Treatments That Work—and How You Can Make Them Work for Your Child
A Planner to Help You Get Organized and Get In
They Used Dark Forces
The Sociopath's Guide to Getting Ahead
Many women focus on their performance, expecting that if they excel and accomplish the most, they'll get
the promotions and recognition they deserve. And yet, all too often, women are outsiders to the networks
of power and influence where the decisions are made that affect their careers. They may view politics as
dirty; they may be slow to self-promote, build and nurture relationships with key stakeholders, and seek
sponsorship. The result? They get blindsided, experiencing deep disappointment when their hard work
alone doesn't pay off with an anticipated promotion or raise. Ambitious women understand they must
play politics, but how can they learn to do it successfully? The Politics of Promotion demonstrates to
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women the importance of understanding workplace politics and provides them with the necessary tools to
successfully navigate the political realities of their organization. While there are many books that advise
women to be more assertive and embrace their ambition, and books that address office politics, there is
little information focused specifically on how women can successfully navigate the politics in the current
work environment. The Politics of Promotion provides a unique and proven method to guide women
through the complexities of office politics, so that they can avoid a political "blindside" that may
sabotage their career.
"You're going to die," the doctor said. But Canadian author Martin Avery laughed and walked away. Fall
Down Nine Times, Get Up Ten tells the story of a man who was told he would never work or walk again, in
Canada, but lived to get a better diagnosis of "jing-chi-shen" in China.
"There is no reason why America's withdrawal from Iraq should be as dishonest as its intervention has
been judged to be."—Brendan O'Leary, from the Preface Both the American people and Arab Iraqis have
voiced their overwhelming desire to see U.S. troops removed from the country. How to Get Out of Iraq
with Integrity argues that the U.S. military intervention in Iraq must come to an end. But it must come to
an end in a judicious, pragmatic, and orderly fashion. In this book, Brendan O'Leary spells out why that
withdrawal can begin to occur now, why it is in the best interests of the United States and the Iraqis that
withdrawal occur, and why Iraq can function as a federation once the U.S. military has left the country.
How to Get Out of Iraq with Integrity provides an in-depth analysis of the new Iraqi constitution, an
evaluation of the political goals and powers of the major ethnic and religious groups that will constitute
the new Iraqi state, and an assessment of the regional realities of a Saddam-less Iraq. With a viable
constitution and other institutional structures already in place, Iraq is poised for a future as a sovereign
state. If U.S. leaders facilitate the remaking of Iraq as a federation with four or more regions instead of a
recentralized state, the United States can begin successfully to remove its forces. Propelled by this
incisive and bold argument, How to Get Out of Iraq with Integrity provides the foundation for the
incoming presidential administration to do just that, without betraying U.S. commitments to Arabs,
Kurds, or democracy. To make his case, O'Leary draws on his extensive background as constitutional
advisor to the Kurdistan Regional Government, the European Union, and the United Nations, along with
expertise in constitutional design and ethnic reconciliation in Northern Ireland and South Africa.
Among the British troops bound for the Black Sea in May 1854 was a young officer in the 5th Dragoon
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Guards, Richard Temple Godman, who sent home throughout the entire Crimea campaign many detailed
letters to his family at Park Hatch in Surrey. Temple Godman went out at the start of the war, took part
in the successful Charge of the Heavy Brigade at Balaklava and in other engagements, and did not return
to England until June 1856, after peace had been declared. He took three very individual horses and
despite all his adventures brought them back unscathed. Godmans dispatches from the fields of war
reveal his wide interests and varied experiences; they range from the pleasures of riding in a foreign
landscape, smoking Turkish tobacco, and overcoming boredom by donning comic dress and hunting wild
dogs, to the pain of seeing friends and horses die from battle, disease, deprivation and lack of medicines.
He writes scathingly about the skein of rivalries between the Generals (a good many muffs among the
chiefs), inaccurate and highly coloured newspaper reports and, while critical of medical inefficiency,
regards women in hospitals as a sort of fanaticism. Yet at other times he will employ the pen of an
artist in describing a scene, or wax eloquent on the idiosyncrasies of horses. He is altogether a most
gallant and sensitive young cavalryman, and deservedly went on to achieve high rank after the war.
Always fresh and easy to read, his letters provide an unrivalled picture of what it was really like to be in
the Crimea.
Keeping the Faith
Write Better and Get Ahead At Work
Get Ahead and Stay Ahead
Seven Leadership Secrets for Success in Business, Sports, and Life
The Letters of Temple Godman, 5th Dragoon Guards
101 Best Ways to Get Ahead
Readers can get tips on getting ahead from individuals--such as Donald Trump, Oprah Winfrey, and Tiger Woods--who
were nominated for the 101 Most Successful and Respected People in the World Today list by SuccessNet.
KEEPING THE FAITH, was a quest for religious truth to end the turbulent cycle of transgressions passed down from
generation to generation. As such, this work challenges the hidden pleasure of infidelity, which causes families to be
separated; as well as love, trust and commitment, the struggle of the family to stay united.
'Before there was James Bond, there was Gregory Sallust.' Tina Rosenberg, Salon.com They Used Dark Forces is the
eighth in Dennis Wheatley's bestselling Gregory Sallust series featuring the debonair spy Gregory Sallust, a forerunner
to Ian Fleming's James Bond. It is 1943 and secret agent Gregory Sallust parachutes into Nazi Germany. In the company
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of an ex-Bolshevik General, the two of them join forces with the widow of a German diplomat who is in contact with
Allied Intelligence. It is through her that Gregory becomes unwillingly involved with a Black Magician. Sixteen months
later they meet again and decide to pool their knowledge of the dark arts, concocting a plan to use occult forces in an
attempt to destroy Hitler once and for all.
This self-help book is a work in which Kristi seeks to employ her own personal experiences to aid a person in fulfilling
wishes and desires. The work begins by explaining that God is the force that drives her. Kristi goes on to motivate the
reader to see that within themselves, God implants the knowledge, vision, and ability to conquer sin through forgiveness
and hatred through love. Kristi's hope is that the person reading, Driving Destiny, will be able to begin their journey to
their destiny. Kristi communicates to her readers that a person must understand that it is not his or her own will that
will prevail but God's will. Once the reader realizes the true entity that is in control, then the road becomes easier and
goals are easier to accomplish. Additionally, Kristi utilizes informative language, biblical quotes, and personal
experience, which may educate a reader in the process of reaching their goals in life.
Artificial Insurgence
How to Get Out of Iraq with Integrity
Use the Secrets of Your Own Brain to Unleash Your Success at Work
Rational Ritual
Human Race 4.0 the Science of Getting Ahead in the New World Order
Tips for the Dark Art of Manipulation
Sketching User Experiences approaches design and design thinking as something distinct that needs to be better understood—by both
designers and the people with whom they need to work— in order to achieve success with new products and systems. So while the
focus is on design, the approach is holistic. Hence, the book speaks to designers, usability specialists, the HCI community, product
managers, and business executives. There is an emphasis on balancing the back-end concern with usability and engineering excellence
(getting the design right) with an up-front investment in sketching and ideation (getting the right design). Overall, the objective is to
build the notion of informed design: molding emerging technology into a form that serves our society and reflects its values. Grounded
in both practice and scientific research, Bill Buxton’s engaging work aims to spark the imagination while encouraging the use of new
techniques, breathing new life into user experience design. Covers sketching and early prototyping design methods suitable for
dynamic product capabilities: cell phones that communicate with each other and other embedded systems, "smart" appliances, and
things you only imagine in your dreams Thorough coverage of the design sketching method which helps easily build experience
prototypes—without the effort of engineering prototypes which are difficult to abandon Reaches out to a range of designers, including
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user interface designers, industrial designers, software engineers, usability engineers, product managers, and others Full of case studies,
examples, exercises, and projects, and access to video clips that demonstrate the principles and methods
Fifteen counts investigated. Enormous amount of testimony largely on cruelty to patients. The Congressmen listened to horror stories
for half a year and concluded that nothing needed to be changed except administrative structure and law regulating admittance.
A leading executive coach pinpoints three vital traits necessary to advance your career In Getting Ahead, one of the top 50 executive
coaches in the United States, Joel Garfinkle reveals his signature model for mastering three skills to take your career to the next level:
Perception, Visibility, and Influence. The PVI-model of professional advancement will teach you to: (1) Actively promote yourself as
an asset and valuable person inside the organization, (2) Increase your visibility to gain others’ recognition and appreciation for your
efforts and (3) Become a person of influence who makes key decisions inside the organization. Getting Ahead will put you ahead of
the competition to become a known, valued, and desired commodity at your company. For more than two decades, Joel Garfinkle has
worked closely with thousands of executives, senior managers, directors, and employees at the world's leading companies, and has
authored 300 articles on leadership Offers detailed guidance on how to increase exposure, boost visibility, enhance perceived value for
your organization, and ultimately achieve career advancement Explains how to get your name circulating among higher levels of
management so others know you, see your results, and acknowledge the impact you bring to the company
Managing Television News provides a practical introduction to the television news producer, one of the most significant and influential
roles in a newscast. Recognizing the need for formal training in this key role, authors B. William Silcock, Don Heider, and Mary T.
Rogus have combined their expertise and experience to shape this essential resource on the responsibilities, demands, and rewards of
the news producer position. Their book provides a strategic approach to producing newscasts and serves as an in-depth guide to
creating quality, audience-friendly newscasts working within the realistic limitations of most newsrooms. It helps the student and the
professional producer sort through the various deadline-driven challenges of creating a 30-minute newscast. Filled with real-world
examples and advice from news directors, producers, and anchors currently in the business, and photographs illustrating the varied
perspectives in the position, Managing Television News provides critical skill sets to help resolve ethical dilemmas, as well as keen and
fresh insights on how to win the ratings without compromising news quality. Career concerns are also addressed. This resource is a
pioneering book for the professional television newsroom and the individual reader interested in starting or expanding a producing
career. It is an excellent text for the college classroom, as its structure fits neatly into a semester schedule, and it is a must-have
resource for both seasoned and novice producers, as well as students in broadcast news.
A Passion to Lead
The Politics of Promotion
A Sprig of Sea Lavender
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Railroad Trainmen's Journal
Successful Methods for Writing the Easy, Natural Way
Get Through Childbirth in One Piece!
Death by either man or bot is still death all the same. Following the crippling robot attack on San Francisco, Terre
Hoffman is haunted by the lasting scars born from the failings of the Guardian Program. Uncertain of the success of
their efforts to patch the glitches that turned the military’s war machines on their own people, Terre and his
colleague, robotics specialist Kristopher Klein, have parted ways with the CIA, hoping to put the harrowing
experience—and the bots that caused it—behind them. On vacation in Sin City, Terre drowns his sorrows as he looks
to a future without his family. But when an ominous power outage plunges Vegas into chaos, Terre receives a call
from his old employer asking him to return to duty. The bots are malfunctioning again, and an installation at the
Hoover Dam holds the secret. And, most worrying of all, Kristopher is somehow involved … Artificial Insurgence is the
thrilling apocalyptic continuation of The Terre Hoffman Chronicles. Grab your copy today! * Rated PG-13 for mild
language, moderate violence and death.*
A Hall of Fame college basketball coach for the Connecticut Huskies shares his strageties for motivation, success, and
leadership, offering insight into his role in the team's national championships and the careers of numerous NBA
players.
"8th ed. update has expanded theme: Personal management : a career focus" -- Memorandum.
A guide for businesswomen on how to advance a career by working overseas presents anecdotal guidelines from
successful women, in a resource that outlines key strategies for landing an assignment, thriving on the job, and
enjoying a lifestyle abroad.
The Railroad Trainman
30 Top Mediators Share Secrets to Building a Successful Practice
How to Get Ahead in HR
Foundry Management & Technology
A Handbook for Ethical and Effective Producing
Pete Sawyer is a private eye of a different kind. The son of a World War II American pilot and a brave French
resistance fighter, he grew up on both sides of the Atlantic -- though he prefers his sun-dappled villa on the Riviera
to most other places. He takes pleasure in a fine wine...and a good gun. His French name is Pierre-Ange, and it suits
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him. In English, it means Stone Angel. Minding his own business at a favorite Nice creperie, Pete notices a teenage
girl hurrying by -- with a desperate look on her face. Moments later, two cops arrive, a young actor named Bruno
Ravic bursts from a nearby doorway, shots are fired, and Pete's most dangerous case to date begins! The girl is
Odile Garnier, and her father (former Grand Prix champ Egon Mulhausser) hires Pete to find her. But what is the
connection between Odile and Bruno, who is murdered just a few days later? And why do so many clues seem to lead
to the Cannes Film Festival...and to a certain director? Pete Sawyer must go underground -- literally -- to save lives
and solve this sensational mystery! Also Available: Book 1: Stone Angel Book 2: Back in the Real World
Praise for Get Ahead & Stay Ahead Nora is the greatest financial teacher I have ever experienced. By following the
principles outlined in her book, I was able to quadruple my income in three years. Barry Keating, Tony-Award
Nominated Broadway Composer Nora Simpson had a huge positive impact on my professional life, helping me land a
dream job leading an exciting high-tech growth business. I was delighted to discover that Nora brought the same
wisdom, warmth, humor and can-do spirit to her new book that she brings to her live coaching. Get Ahead and Stay
Ahead is a must-read for anyone who knows instinctively that they can have a more successful and rewarding career
but just needs a little help along the way. Nora combines cutting-edge brain science with practical advice that is
accessible to everyone from the entry-level job-seeker to the Executive Suite. Nora is an original and not to be
missed. David Lampert, President, HotDocs Corporation Nora Simpsons charming, witty, and crucial collection of
insights on navigating the working world is a must-read for anyone joining the workforce, from recent college
graduates to more seasoned professionals. Lee Bynum, Associate Director, Mellon Mays Undergraduate, Fellowship,
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Sixteen-year-old Claudia Waring has never kissed a boy. Never been popular. Never been to a hockey game. All
that’s about to change. Assigned to tutor Chris Winslow, a prank-loving, gorgeous hockey player, Claudia’s perfectly
planned life immediately veers off course. And she kind of likes it. But as fun as Chris is, she knows she'll never fit in
his world. After his latest prank lands him in hot water, Chris has to get serious about school or lose hockey. Not an
easy thing for someone as carefree as the defenseman. The biggest problem, though, is how much he wants to help
his cute, buttoned-up tutor loosen up a little. But while confidence has never been a problem for him, around
Claudia, Chris is all nerves. Why would a girl as smart as her ever fall for a jock like him? Disclaimer: This Entangled
Teen Crush book contains adult language, swoon-worthy kisses, and sexy hockey players. It may cause you to watch
a hockey game...or ten. Each book in the Corrigan Falls Raiders series is a standalone, full-length story that can be
enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 Center Ice Book #2 Playing Defense Book #3 Winging It Book #4
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Breakaway
Have you ever thought about a career in HR? Or perhaps you are already working in HR and you are looking to
progress? No matter your starting point, this book provides advice and guidance to help you achieve your goals. The
HR profession is dynamic, and the opportunities to develop in the field have never been greater. Using a wide range
of examples, skills-based exercises, quizzes and reflective activities, How to Get Ahead in HR prepares you to
maximize your potential. Each chapter provides a variety of case study examples and action point lists. The book
also introduces the field’s main professional bodies and explains the available options for gaining professional
qualifications.
Get It Together for College
United States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation
Ahead of the Curve: What Parents Need to Know to Get Their Kids Into College
How High-Achieving Women Get Ahead and Stay Ahead
With Hearings May 4-December 13, 1906, and Digest of the Testimony
Three Steps to Take Your Career to the Next Level
80-90% of women delivering vaginally in the United States will receive an episiotomy. The vast majority of
these surgeries are unnecessary and preventable. Get Through Childbirth in One Piece! tells it like it is.
Using only the latest research, Elizabeth Bruce, MA, CCE, shows you how to take responsibility for your
own birth. Helpful subjects include:  Proven advice for avoiding perineal damage before, during, and
after delivery  Why a tear is preferable to an episiotomy  Optimal positioning for delivery  The benefits
of waterbirth, doulas, and midwives  How to choose a good care provider  Building your confidence to
birth  Inspiring stories from real women who have birthed babies, large and small, with their perineums
intact!
Make them take notice when you write. You can write better -- whether you are a beginner or the office
pro. Learn the universal format for writing anything. Featuring favorite New Yorker cartoons. -- This
updated edition features a new chapter on Social Media -- The fun writing guidebook that helps you
improve right away. -- See how business writing can be fast and easy. -- Build on your style to become a
better writer. -- Come across as a professional. -- Learn how to start, what to say, and when to stop. -- Get
your message across quickly and easily. It's worked for hundreds of people in the Writing for Action
Workshops. Now let it work you. This fun-to-read book is easy-to-follow and understand. It removes the
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inhibitions that make it difficult for you to write.
Draws on the counsel of the collegeboard.com Web site to inform high school students on how to
organize their college applications efforts in order to stay on top of required tests, forms, letters of
recommendation, and interviews, in a resource that provides supplemental coverage of everything from
selecting a college to packing for dorm life. Original.
Up-and-coming painter, Sandra Telford, races down the platform to catch her train to London. Two hours
later she's found dead at her seat. At her feet is a portfolio containing millions of pounds worth of
unlisted artwork - and a single sprig of sea lavender. Inspector Piet Deventer, an art lover himself, is put
on the case. The victim is the former lover of an escaped convict, the mastermind behind one of the
largest gold robberies of the century - and Piet suspects the two cases might be connected. Struggling for
leads, Piet enlists the help of Sally Graham, a friend of the victim, to help with his investigation. But with
a dangerous criminal on the loose, Piet will need all his wits about him - so it doesn't help that he finds
himself falling in love . . . A Sprig of Sea Lavender is J.R.L. Anderson's first mystery featuring Piet
Deventer, and is an unmissable read for all lovers of English crime.
How To Make Money as a Mediator (And Create Value for Everyone)
Getting Ahead of ADHD
Fall Down Nine Times, Get Up Ten
Getting Ahead
A classic English murder mystery
Y2K, Will We Get There on Time?
Navigating the high school years and getting a student ready for the next step in their
education can be challenging for everyone involved. Ahead of the Curve will be your "college
adviser in a book," keeping you and your child on the successful path to college. It includes
separate chapters for grades 9 through 12 for easy reference. Each section contains helpful
checklists of tasks to accomplish each year including, questions to ask, tests to take,
resources to take advantage of, and much more. Also includes a valuable section on financial aid
and useful resources for study aids, tutoring assistance, test prep, choosing a major, and
staying organized. This book will take the "Google-work" out of college preparation and give
parents and students a comprehensive, but fun, guide to navigating the high school to college
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years.
Hearing Before the Committee on Commerce, United States Senate, Sixty-fifth Congress, Second
Session, on S. Res. 170
Driving Destiny
Shay Given
A Cavalryman in the Crimea
Great Irish Sports Stars
Management
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